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Abstract
Health problems of the bridge structure are a hot issue in engineering research currently. Load identification
together with damage identification is an important method to diagnose the health status of the bridge. In order to
identify different loads on bridges, this paper takes a box arch bridge built with prestressed reinforced concrete
in Chongqing as an example and establishes it’s finite element model. The general flexibility matrix is obtained
by calculating the response values of each control section separately caused by each unit characteristic load. The
maximum bending moment of each control section is acquired by using the time history analysis of Wenchuan
Seismic wave, and the equivalent loads are derived from the general flexibility matrix. Results indicate that this
method can identify a wide range of basic load types and accurately identify the actual load of the bridge with
high precision. Thus the actual operating conditions of bridge can be better reflected and the bridge’s safety
condition can be evaluated. Besides, the load evaluation and maintenance of the bridge can be based on this.
Keywords: generalized flexibility matrix, equivalent internal forces, finite element method, seismic wave, load
identification
1. Introduction
With the development of national economy and increase of traffic volume and traffic density, damage
accumulation of bridge structure will be caused as the bridge is repeatedly affected by traffic and natural causes.
Thus, fatigue damage, even the fatigue rapture can be caused, threatening the bridge safety in use and reducing
the service life of the bridge. For example, there is some phenomenon of destruction on the deck of many shortly
used bridge, such as cracking, material unconsolidation and collapse, which cannot be explained by static theory;
meanwhile, cracking emerges on many prestressed concrete bridges which have been designed with crack
resistance, and the cracking may become worse due to the repeated action of traffic loads as well as the increase
of operation time, consequently, corrosion of steel bar will be caused and the load capacity of the bridge will
decrease. Therefore, if detailed research on bridge damage and destruction mechanism that are caused by various
loads can be conducted and loads acting on the bridge can be identified and measured, it will be of great
theoretical and applicational value in health monitoring, daily maintenance, safety assessment and traffic design
of bridge. And it is also of important guiding significance in design, construction and maintenance of bridge
structure.
Load identification of bridge structure is one of the most important issues in bridge design, and it is also an
import aspect in inverse problem in structural dynamics. The research of identifying the load on bridge deck by
means of bridge response has made some progress and the main identifying methods are: Frequency Domain
Method, Frequency-Time Domain Method and methods based on neural network, etc. At present, the load
identification methods at home and abroad mainly target at certainty load, which mainly include periodic
dynamic load and impact load. Many researches show that the bridge response caused by dynamic load is
stronger than that of static load, besides, dynamic load will cause more damage than static load does, usually 2-4
times (Cebon, 1987). The research of identification of random load as well as accidental load is still in progress
and there is little achievement in this area.
Based on a prestressed reinforced concrete box arch bridge in Chongqing, this paper focuses on the time-history
analysis of its finite element models under the effect of Wenchuan Earthquake Load and the actual response
time-history of the bending moment of the key measure points of the bridge structure is achieved. According to
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the princippal of equivaleence of internal force, the traaffic load can bbe regarded as concentrated lload acting on each
span of thee bridge, thus, the most unfaavorable load-bbearing situatioon of the bridgge when normaally operates ca
an be
achieved. Data analysis together withh testing resultts indicate thaat this method is of considerrable accuracy
y and
high practiical applicabiliity. Besides, itt can be easily adopted at low
w cost, thereforre, this methodd can be referrred to
when tryinng to obtain othher bridges’ looad identification.
2. The Geeneral Situatioon of the Brid
dge and the Esstablishing of Model
The bridgee in Chongqinng is a two-waay 4-lane presttressed reinforrced box arch bridge, used aas one of the main
traffic thorroughfares by passengers and vehicles. Thhe total length oof this bridge iis 133.20m wiith a75m reinfo
orced
concrete bbox main span,, and the approoach bridges att both ends aree made of 0.9m
m prestressed hhollow slab girders
with a spaan of 20m; thee width of the bridge is 10m
m, made up of 0.5m ( sidewaalk) + 9m (vehhicle road ) + 0.5m
(sidewalk)); and a 1.36% longitudinaal slope is deesigned. The upper sectionn of the mainn span is mad
de of
prestressedd concrete hollow slab withh the height oof 22.5cm andd a span of 99×9 m =81m
m. “U” gravity-type
abutments are used at both
b
ends. C500 concrete, C440 concrete and C30 concrette are used forr main arch, girder
g
and piers, uprights togeether with othher ancillary ffacilities. 3D model of the bridge establlished by softtware
SketchUp is shown in Fiigure 1.

Figure 1. 3D
D model of the bridge
In order too continue the analysis, finitte element moddel is establishhed by using ssoftware SAP22000 V9.04. As
A the
finite elem
ment model caannot indicate all the characcteristics of thhe original briddge, proper sim
mplification of
o the
model has been conductted. Considerinng that the purrpose of this paaper is to idenntify the loads bborn by the brridge,
which is conducted afterr the deformatiion caused by dead weight oof the bridge annd prestress, thherefore, this paper
p
does not take into consiideration of thhe influence off the prestresss. The whole sstructure incluudes 148 nodess and
126 elemeents. The finite element modeel of the bridgee structure is sshown in Figurre 2.

Figuree 2. The finite element modeel of the bridgee
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3. The Esttablishing of Generalized
G
F
Flexibility Maatrix
When trafffic load or othher kinds of looad act on thee bridge, relevvant response w
will be causedd at each struc
ctural
position. C
Considering thhe the interaction of loads, thhe equivalent lload that has tthe same effect as the actual load
born by thhe bridge can be backwarddly induced byy establishing correspondingg relationship between load
d and
response aas well as takinng into consideeration of the eeffect from eacch control poinnt.
3.1 The Baasic Principal of Equivalence of Internal F
Force
As to idenntify the actuall load born by the bridge, thhe control cross section is set as n ，the rresponse value
e of a
certain meeasure point j ( j  1,  , n ) caused by unnite characteristic load Pi iss set as  ji ，thus, based on
n this
situation, tthe equation off load control ccan be establisshed：
 11  1n  P1   1 
   

          
   

 n1   nn  Pn    n 

In this equuation,  ij  is the influencce coefficient m
matrix，that iss, the generalizzed flexibility m
matrix of struc
cture;
measure pointt under the effe
ect of
 i  is thee matrix made up of actual reesponse data att each control cross section m
actual loaad;  Pi  standds for the nuumber i (i  1, , n) unite chaaracteristic loaad, that is, thhe equivalent load
obtained fr
from this equattion.
3.2 The Esstablishing of Generalized
G
F
Flexibility Matrrix of Structuree
In order too get the geneeralized flexibbility matrix, thhe response vvalue of each ccontrol point uunder the effe
ect of
various unnite characterisstic load shall be calculated separately. Thhere are variouus types of ressponse values, such
as absolutte displacemennt, relative dissplacement, abbsolute intersection angle, reelative intersection angle, sttress,
strain and bending moment. In this papper, the bendinng moment is ttaking as application examplles.
The response value of each
e
control ccross section iis gathered thrrough the anallysis of the acction of each unite
concentratted force, and thus the generralized flexibiility matrix off the structure can be obtaineed. This paperr will
conduct itts analysis bassed on the bennding momentt value of 41 control cross sections in thhe girder, thuss, the
41 41 orrder generalizeed flexibility m
matrix can be oobtained.
3.3 The Looad Equivalencce
To ensure the accuracy and
a correctnesss of the identiification resultt, the control ppoints have been chosen as many
m
as possible in a reasonaable range. A
As for this briidge, 7 controol points are cchosen at bothh approach briidges
respectivelly and 3 conttrol points aree chosen from
m each span inn the main briidge, thereforee, there are to
otally
7  2  3  9  41 contro
ol points. Thee concentratedd force of theese 41 controol points has been used ass the
equivalentt load form, alsso, the equivallent characterisstic load, of the actual load. T
This is shown in Figure 3.

Fiigure 3. The eqquivalence of aactual load
3.4 The Soolving of the Eqquivalent Charracteristic Loaad
After the oobtaining of thhe response vaalue of the briidge structure under the actiion of actual lload, the nume
erical
calculationn software MA
ATLAB can bee adopted to prrogram, make M documents and calculate. Therefore, various
loads (inccluding each concentrated load, distribuuted load, prrestress, charaacteristic tempperature varia
ation,
characterisstic inertial forrce and bearing displacemennt) born by thee bridge can bee equaled to a linear combin
nation
of variouss characteristicc loads, thus, tthe characterisstic load coeffficient of eachh structural conntrol cross sec
ction,
that is, thee coefficient of
o linear combiination of unitte characteristic load , can bbe obtained. T
This method ca
an be
used to figgure out the actual
a
load actting on the brridge and imittate as well ass simplify the stress state of
o the
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structure, bbetter reflectinng the actual ooperation situaation of the bridge. The key to solve charaacteristic is to solve
s
the controll equation of thhe structure annd there are thrree ways to doo so by using sooftware MATL
LAB, namely: LDL
decomposiition method, QR decomposition methodd and SVD deccomposition m
method. The ddetailed way to
o use
this and thhe applicable coonditions are eexplained as foollows:

L T
①LDLT ddecomposition method: Wheen the coefficieent matrix of tthe equation iss a symmetric matrix, the LDL
of matrix can be used to
t solve AX  b . This metthod can simpplify the proceedure and reduuce the calculating
amount;
②QR decomposition: To
T decompose matrix A into a orthogonal matrix Q andd an upper triaangular matrix
x R,
that is, A  QR . There is no need to select a pivot element in thhis method andd the calculatioon is stable bu
ut the
calculationn amount may be large;
③SVD deecomposition: When A is a M  N maatrix instead off a square mattrix, that is to say, the numb
ber of
control crooss section is not
n the same w
with that of thee extraction pooints of actuall responding data, Singular Value
V
Decompossition can be addopted.
4. Load Id
dentification based
b
on Dataa Collected froom Wenchuan
n Earthquakee
To know and control thhe bearing cappacity and opeeration conditiion of the briidge during thhe bridge operration
period, esppecially underr an accidentall load, and to ensure the seccurity, integritty, applicabilityy and durabiliity of
the bridgee structure, thee most feasiblle method at present is to set up a healtth-monitoring system for bridge
structures, observe the service
s
securityy condition off bridge structtures, and to evvaluate the heealth condition
n of a
bridge.Thee actual load of
o a bridge w
which is in opeeration equals to the value of characteristtic load which
h can
concludedd from the meeasured value of the correspponding sensoor in the healtth-monitoring system for bridge
structures, and from genneralized flexibbility matrix seet up accordingg to the equivaalence principlle of internal fo
orces.
Mechanicaal parameters like
l
deformatiion and stress of crucial possitions of the bbridge can be ccomputed out, thus
we can evaaluate the secuurity level of thhe bridge in acccordance withh those mechannical parameters.
4.1 To Colllect Actual Reesponse Data fr
from Time-Histtory Analysis

Since 19660s, time-histoory analysis iss a seismic annalytic method gradually ddeveloped, useed for anti-seiismic
analysis of super-high buildings
b
and for anti-seism
mic study of enngineering proojects. It has bbecome one of
o the
analytic m
methods for thee majority of thhe countries inn anti-seismic ddesign specificcations or reguulations. In term
ms of
basic motiion equations of
o engineeringg projects, firstt input several time-history ccurves under seeismic acceleration
records or artificial acceleration corressponding to coonstruction sitees, and then woork out, by inteegration, the whole
w
changing process of intternal forces and deformatiion of bridge structures ovver time underr changing grround
acceleratioon over time, and
a finally check the seismiic resistant cappacity and defformation of thhe cross sectio
on of
structural eelements.
To verity tthe reliability of this essay’ss method, this essay adopts data of the Weenchuan earthqquake wave. There
T
being no hhealth-monitorring system off bridge structuures for this brridge, and no aactual monitorring data, this essay
e
defines thhis bridge withh SAP2000 V
V9.04 time hisstory function, make time hhistory analyssis with Wenc
chuan
earthquakee wave data. After
A
analogouus simulation oof the real situuation, this esssay takes the bbending mome
ent of
each crosss sections in thhe analytic resuults of their innternal forces aas the actual reesponse of briddge structures. The
time historry function of Wenchuan earrthquake waves is demonstraated in Figure 44.

F
Figure
4. The tiime history funnction of Wencchuan earthquaake waves
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4.2 Identiffication of the Maximum
M
Valuue of Seismic L
Load

After timee history analyssis, choose thee maximum mooments of 41 ccontrol sectionns as the actuall response of bridge
structures, and program
m by MATLA
AB and then eestablish M doocument for ccomputation. After inputing
g the
generalized flexibility matrix
m
obtainedd from the form
mer session annd the extracteed actual respoonse into progrrams,
coefficientt of load linear combinationn with unit feattures. Equivaleent load of thee actual load oof bridge struc
ctures
can be figuured out after simultaneouslly exerting forrces on the 41 control sectioons that are thee product of th
he 41
unit conceentrated force and
a their corresponding coeffficient of featuure load as shoown in the Figuure5.

Figurre 5. Equivalennt load made oof feature load
4.3 Analyssis of the Confo
formity Degreee of Load Recoggnition Results
ts

Use the finite element software
s
SAP22000 to analyzze the equivallent load as shhown in Figurre5, and extrac
ct the
result of innternal forces,, and then the values of bennding moment of each controol section cann be obtained under
u
the equivaalent load. Annd then inputt values of beending momennt of main coontrol points respectively under
u
equivalentt load and actuual load into table1. To bettter illustrate ddisparities of bridge structuures caused by
y two
different looads, a bendinng moment linee chart of contrrol sections unnder the two coonditions can bbe drawn accorrding
to table1, aas shown in Fiigure 6.
Table 1. Va
Values of bendinng moment off main control ppoints under equivalent loadd and actual loaad (unit: kN·m
m)
Node numbeer

8004

810

818

822

8826

830

834

842

848
8

619668.33

35914.644

263800

196900

21480.83

1872000

238700

33731.44

221
174.00

618228.31

35910.733

263500

196400

21480.77

1866000

238300

33671.73

214
451.11

0.226466

0.0108877

0.113852

0.254582

0.0000270

0.3215443

0.167855

0.177349

3.369924

Bending mom
ment
under equivaalent
load
Bending mom
ment
under actuall load
Relative erroor / %

Figure 6. Line chart oof bending mooment under eqquivalent load and actual loaad
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From Figure 6, it can be seen that the values of bending moment under equivalent load and actual load are highly
conformable. The results indicate that the changing rules of bending moment computed out of identified
equivalent feature load and of bending moment of cross sections under actual earthquake load are identical, and
the absolute error as well as the relative error is slight, satisfying the accuracy requirement of bridge security
evaluation in engineering projects, which fully demonstrates that the idea of substituting actual load with
equivalent load is both feasible and pragmatic.
5. Conclusion
This essay, on the background of stress reinforced concrete box arched bridge, set up finite element models, and
verifies the effectiveness and pragmatism of substituting actual load with equivalent feature load according to the
equivalence principle of internal forces by identifying the actual load during the Wenchuan earthquake by means
of generalized flexibility matrix of itself. And this essay draws the following conclusions:
(1) The errors of the results inducted from the equivalence principle of internal forces for the Wenchuan
earthquake load are all less than 5%, most of which are less than 1%, which fully demonstrates that it is feasible
to substitute actual load with equivalent load. The method stated in this essay can be used in various types of
basic loads, and various types of information can be measured out. The actual load of the bridge can also be
figured out fairly accurately which can reflect the actual operation condition of the bridge so as to evaluate the
security condition of the bridge.
(2) As for the bridges which already have structural health-monitoring systems set up, they can take the actual
load during the operation as the equivalent feature load which is fast, pragmatic, and accurate in an acceptable
scope of engineering projects.
(3) The equivalence principle of internal forces based load identification method of this essay is able to get the
equivalent feature response under actual load. When the response is highly representative, the accuracy of load
evaluation can be increased pronouncedly, which provides evidence for the maintenance and management of the
bridge’s regular operation.
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